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 Abstract – In distribution system, bus load estimation is 
complicated because system load is usually monitored at only a few 
points. As a rule receiving nodes are not equipped with stationary 
measuring instruments so measurements of loads are performed 
sporadically. In general, the only information commonly available 
regarding loads, other than major distribution substations and 
equipment installations, is billing cycle customer kWh 
consumption. The paper presents application possibilities of 
ARIMA modelling with fuzzy clustering approach to electrical 
load estimation. The clustering of the substations (customers) 
according to daily load curves is made on the base of the average 
alignment degrees. Simulation studies have been performed to 
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed scheme and an effect of 
different parameters on its accuracy on the basis of actual data 
obtained at distribution system substations. 
 
 IndexTerms – Distribution System Planning, Load Modelling, 
Clustering, Fuzzy Set, ARIMA Models. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 The knowledge of loads at system buses is one of the 
most important requirements for efficient operation of 
power distribution systems [1]. Estimation of loads is the 
basis for the system state estimation and for technical and 
economic calculations. This makes possible improvement in 
operation and maintenance of electrical equipment and in 
planning of network operating configurations. 
 The main difficulties in the modelling of loads at 
receiving buses in distribution systems result from the 
random nature of loads, diversification of load shapes on 
different parts of the system, the deficiency of measured 
data and the fragmentary and uncertain character of 
information on loads and customers. 
 In the present stage of development of power 
distribution systems, the mathematical estimation of the 
loads at the system buses seems to be the most realistic 
strategy due to incomplete primary information on loads and 
customers. It demands earlier determination of the stable 
relations between bus loads and easier available data [1]. 
 The probabilistic models are widely used to estimate system 
loads. In order to develop the relevant types and parameters of 
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probability distribution, large numbers of recorded consumption 
data are required. To obtain the above data a special 
measurement project has to be considered. The use of statistical 
methods is not always possible due to occurrence of a large 
deficit of measurements. The fuzzy set theory is a convenient 
mathematical tool that allows us partially to eliminate this 
problem and to limit the influence of deficit of measurements.  
 The paper presents application possibilities of ARIMA 
modelling with clustering approach to electrical load estimation. 
The clustering of the substations (customers) according to 
daily load curves is made on the base of the average alignment 
degrees. In the second step time series analysis was carried 
out. Simulation studies have been performed to demonstrate the 
efficiency of the proposed scheme on the basis of actual data 
obtained at distribution system substations. 

II. APPLICATION OF ALIGNMENT DEGREES TO CLUSTERING 

 The loads on distribution transformers are the 
instantaneous summations of the individual demands of many 
customers. Since the pattern of electrical demand of each 
customer cannot be determined precisely, it is usually 
necessary to calculate system loadings on an estimation basis. 
 Planning engineers use load modeling to predict the 
loads on different parts and different time of distribution 
systems. The load estimation can be done on the basis of the 
fuzzy inference with clustering method of customers load 
profiles [1]. 
 The 24-hour load curves of the different substation groups 
show the characteristic variation for each group. Example 
daily load profile for one substation is shown in Fig 1. There 
are three characteristic load values in the diagram: 

• PdP – the daily peak load, 
• PdA – the daily average load, 
• PdB – the daily base load. 

 On the basis of the analysis of the profiles from different 
days, the four characteristic intervals (columns) of the day are 
distinguished (Fig. 1):  

• night – n, 
• morning – m, 
• afternoon – a, 
• evening – e. 
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 The clustering of the substations (customers) according to 
daily load curves is made on the base of the average alignment 
for each column. To avoid the influence of the instantaneous 
values on power changes consumed from substations, the 
average load of twenty four hours should be taken as reference 
quantity. The average alignment degree for each column is 
defined as ratio of the average load in the column to the daily 
average load: 
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where: 
  c – the column index (n, m, a, e), 
  PjA – the average load in the column j, 
  PdA – the daily average load. 
 
 The load diagrams are regarded as similar ones when 
their average alignment degrees for each column have 
similar values [1]. 

The right selection of the investigating objects to build 
the model is an important factor in load estimation process. 
The use of data from substations that belong to different 
classes can cause difficulties in working out a method to 
practical application. For this reason, it is necessary to 
compare all data characterizing substations especially 
attentively and to establish their membership to individual 
class of objects. In this work the clustering approach 
presented above was used in the ARIMA models to the 
electrical load modeling.  

III. LOAD PROFILE MODELLING WITH ARIMA MODELS 

Load modelling and forecasting has always been important for 
planning and operational decision conducted by utility 
companies. Effective analysis of load profiles and their adequate 
classification are getting more important because of market 
liberalisation. Knowledge about end-users’ profiles is necessary 
to prepare the price strategy, reorganise a tariff system, to 
improve a network reliability and efficiency. Load modelling 
is also very important for balancing supply and demand side. 

Most of modelling methods uses statistical techniques or 
artificial intelligence algorithms such as neural networks, 
fuzzy logic and expert systems. ARMA (Auto-Regressive 
Moving Average) and ARIMA (Auto-Regressive Integrated 
Moving Average), from among statistical methods are the 
most often used classical time series methods. 

ARIMA is a class of stochastic process used to analyse 
time series. ARIMA technique is based on the assumption that 
the data have an internal structure, such as auto-correlation, 
trend or seasonal variation. The main idea of these methods is 
to identify and explore such a structure. The application of the 
ARIMA models for time series analysis is based on 
methodology of Box and Jenkins [3].  

Contrary to standard regression models, ARMA and 
ARIMA models use the time and load as the only input 
parameters. These models forecast (estimate) a value in 
a response time series as a linear combination of its own past 
values and past forecast errors [4]. Equation (2) defines an 
example of ARIMA (p,0,q) stationary process of order p, q: 

 
yt = c + φ1yt-1 + ...+ φpyt-p + et - θ1et-1 - ... -θqet-q  (2) 

 
where: 
yt, yt-1, , ... yt-p - past values of time series, 
et, et-1, ... et-q  - past errors (values of white noise-series), 
φp, θq - parameters of model, 
p - order of non-seasonal auto-regressive model, 
q order of non-seasonal moving-average model. 
 

In the presented approach, due to a specificity of analysed 
time series for load modelling a seasonal ARIMA model has 
been used. This model is defined as follows: 

 
ARIMA (p,d,q) (P,D,Q)s    (3) 

 
where: 
d - number of non-seasonal differences, 
D - number of seasonal differences, 
P - order of seasonal auto-regressive model, 
Q - order of seasonal moving-average model, 
s - number of seasons. 
 

Owing to its features ARIMA is a basic technique for 
analysis and modelling of time series. These models can be 
more complex to use than other statistical approaches. 

ARIMA models are more often used for forecasting of load 
and electricity prices. But in the presented case, ARIMA 
models have been used for clustering load curves. The main 
idea was to compare classification, which has been performed 
with fuzzy sets, using similarity of classes of ARIMA 
appropriate models. It was assumed that it is possible to 
formulate clusters of load profiles through comparison of 
ARIMA models features. In order to examine the similarity of 
models for different load profiles it necessary to identify their 
classes and estimate appropriate parameters. For all 
parameters confidence intervals is estimated. A confidence 
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Fig. 1. Example of 24-hour load profile in substation 



interval is this case is considered as a range of values that has 
a specified probability of containing the parameter being 
estimated. Procedure of model identification is consistent with 
Box and Jenkins methodology [3].  

It has been assumed that parameters of model could be 
considered as points in a multi-dimensional (φ, θ; Φ, Θ) space. 
Each of these points has their own subspace specified by 
confidence interval. ARIMA models are considered as similar if 
their subspaces are convergent (Fig. 2).  
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Fig. 2. Idea of clustering with ARIMA models  

 
In the presented approach, load profiles are clustered 

according to following criteria: 
• class and order of analysed models is identical, 
• there is an intersection of parameters’ confidence 

intervals (overlapping of confidence intervals). 
 
According to authors’ approach, it is possible to divide 

a load profiles into mutually exclusive clusters such that the 
elements of each group are similar. Results of comparisons are 
given in concentration plot. Data visualisation, on the one 
hand is aimed at identify a similarity of ARIMA models and 
on the other hand it indirectly allows to form clusters of 
analysed load profiles. 

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

 To verify the proposed method of peak load estimation the 
measurements of daily energy consumption Ad and daily peak 
load PdP at selected distribution substations in Bialystok Power 
Distribution Utility Co. were made in June and July. 
Investigated objects are substations with transformers with 
15/0.4 kV ratio of transformation and power ratio from 160 to 
400 kVA. The frequency of measurement was 15 minutes. 
Description of substations and supplied customers are shown 
in Table I. Example daily load profiles for substation No. 35 
and 734 are shown in Fig. 3 and 4. 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE I 
DATA OF SUBSTATIONS AND SUPPLIED CUSTOMERS 

Substation 
No.  

Power of 
transformers 

Number of 
customers 

Type of customers 

35 250 kV⋅A 50 commercial-services 

54 250 kV⋅A 75 municipal-living + 
commercial-services 

56 250 kV⋅A 88 individual houses + 
small church 

638 400 kV⋅A 150 municipal-living 

734 250 kV⋅A 56 individual houses + 
small services 

902 400 kV⋅A 200 municipal-living + 
prison 

1197 160 kV⋅A 67 music school 

1643 250 kV⋅A 257 marketplace with 
small shops 

 

Fig. 3. Example of 24-hour load profiles in substation No. 734 
 

Fig. 4. Example of 24-hour load profiles in substation No. 35 
 
 

 On the basis of above considerations in the first step 
clustering of load in substation was made. On the ground of 
measurements of the profiles average alignment degrees for 
each column was calculated. The clustering of load profiles on 
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the plane le (the average alignment degree at the column e – 
evening) and lm (the average alignment degree at the column 
m – morning) is shown in Fig.5a. The clustering of load 
profiles on the plane ln (the average alignment degree at the 
column n – night) and la (the average alignment degree at the 
column a – afternoon) is shown in Fig. 5b.To the comparing 
process fuzzy set approach was applied [2]. 

Fig 5. The example of clustering of seven daily profiles on the plane le and lm 
(a) and ln and la (b) for eight substations  
 

Each average value of alignment degrees for seven work 
days is represented by symmetric triangular fuzzy number 
as follows: [ ]irici lll ,~

=  
where: lc, - center parameters of fuzzy numbers  

   (membership function µ = 1),  
lr, - spreads of fuzzy numbers (geometrically  

 the spread is a half of the base of the triangle) 
Parameters lic were calculate as average values of seven 

points for each substation. The spread of fuzzy alignment 
degrees is difference between max and min value for each 
substations. In accordance with above approach to load 
profiles clustering, substation no. 54, 638, 734 and 1197 could 
be considered as similar. 

In the second step time series analysis was carried out. 
ARIMA models of examined load profiles have been built in 
consistent with Box-Jenkins methodology [4]. According to this 
procedure, for each variable representing load data from 
considered substations, a class of ARIMA model was described.  

To identify a class of ARIMA model, according to Box-
Jenkins methodology, have been used plots of auto-correlation 

and partial auto-correlation functions. [4]. In the analysed 
case, load series have been non-stationary. The most common 
cause of non-stationarity of examined variables has been 
seasonality (typical for load data). An example of ACF and 
PACF plots for one of analysed load profiles is given in the 
Fig. 6 (daily variation, number of seasons s=96).  
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Fig. 6. ACF and PACF plots of time series 
 
 

Therefore, analysed time-series have been de-seasonalized. 
Owing to distinctive features of these ACF and PACF plots 
(for stationary time series) it has been possible to identify 
a tentative class of ARIMA models (Fig. 7). 
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Fig. 7. ACF and PACF plots of differenced time series 
 

Due to the main purpose of research, one adequate class of 
ARIMA model has been chosen for all load profiles. 
Examining correlograms it has been observed one significant 
spike in ACF plot at lag 1 and 96. Considering PACF plot, 
exponential decay of function values is observed (Fig. 7). 
These two characteristics are typical for seasonal moving-
average model of order 1, which takes the following form: 

 
ARIMA (0,1,1)×(0,1,1)96.   (4) 

 
For all analysed time-series representing different profiles 

of end-user ARIMA models (3) have been identified and 
verified. Parameters in all examining models are given in the 
Table II. 

TABLE II 
PARAMETERS OF ANALYSED MODELS ARIMA(0,1,1)×(0,1,1)96 

 
Substation 35 54 56 638 734 902 1197 1643 

φ 0,416 0,663 0,681 0,735 0,708 0,623 0,694 0,575

θ 0,893 0,811 0,873 0,834 0,830 0,859 0,835 0,863

 
Achieved results have been used to verify the first attempt 

to clustering load curves. As it was mentioned above, the 
concentration of models’ parameters has been chosen as main 
criteria of load profiles clustering. Results of this step of 
analysis are presented in the Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Concentration plot of ARIMA models’ parameters 
 

In accordance with assumptions of ARIMA approach to 
load profiles clustering, substation no. 54, 638, 734 and 1197 
could be considered as similar (Fig. 8). Confidence intervals 
in these cases are overlapped. These four substations may 
form a main cluster represented by one model of time series. 

As it is shown in the Fig. 8, load profile representing 
substation no. 35 is not concentrated with the rest of them. 
Confidence interval in this case has not any intersection with 
other one. ARIMA models and alignment degrees in analysed 
case generate similar results in the clustering process.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 
 The paper presents possibilities of ARIMA modelling with 
clustering approach to electrical load estimation. The study was 
aimed to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method. 
 On the basis of the results it is possible to combine the fuzzy 
clustering and ARIMA models for load profile clustering. 
Researches in time series clustering have revealed that these 
models give the similar results as fuzzy coefficient approach. 
But in practise, estimation of ARIMA models demands in 
many cases statistical experience and sophisticated tools. 
Therefore the first of examined method seems to be more 
advantageous. But considering supply-side planning 
determined classes of ARIMA models could be useful in short-
term load forecasting. 

Achieved results show usefulness of these kinds of methods 
in two following cases: 

• formulation of the substation classes, 
• load estimation for substation clusters. 

Taking into account changes of energy policy, effective 
classification and modelling tools could helpful in re-
organising of tariff systems, formulating price strategies and 
capacity planning. 
 The authors see usefulness of ARIMA modelling with fuzzy 
clustering approach to solve problems of load forecasting and 
load estimation in power distribution systems. The presented 
method may be also a useful tool supporting planning 
distribution engineers.  
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